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Abstract
A separable transfer map is de,ned for ,nite surjective morphisms from integral schemes to a
Noetherian integral normal base, for both chain complexes of sheaves and presheaves of spectra.
The spectrum level transfer is a map from a direct image paired with the classifying space of a
translation groupoid, and taking values in the original presheaf. More traditional transfer maps
are recovered from global sections of the stack associated to this groupoid. These constructions
can be made in a big site model for the motivic stable category.
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0. Introduction
Suppose that S is a Noetherian scheme which is of ,nite dimension, and suppose
that S is integral and normal. Let  : X → S is a ,nite surjective morphism such that
X is integral, and let f : Y → S be the normalization of X in a normal extension
of k(S) which contains k(X ). We therefore have an associated diagram of scheme
homomorphisms
Y
f
X
S

 
(1)
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The goal of this paper is to give an approach to constructing transfer homomor-
phisms along such maps  for abelian sheaves and presheaves of spectra. This con-
struction holds generally for the standard geometric topologies on the category Sch|S
of schemes over S, satis,es the usual properties, and specializes to known
phenomena.
The construction displayed here, called the separable transfer, is a variant of the
transfer homomorphism given by Suslin and Voevodsky [9,10] for abelian sheaves for
the qfh topology. It diCers from theirs in that it is de,ned exclusively by means of
restriction along S-scheme homomorphisms S ′ → Y , and therefore sees only separable
degrees.
Several known transfer constructions are recovered from these methods, including the
Detale trace map for abelian sheaves along ,nite Detale maps, and Voevodsky’s original
de,nition [12, 3.3.8] of the transfer for abelian sheaves in the qfh topology. One also
obtains a transfer map
	 : ∗F |X → F (2)
for generalized Detale cohomology theories (aka. presheaves of spectra, for the Detale
topology) provided that  is a ,nite Detale map— the existence of such transfers has
been known for some time, but has so far appeared only in rather ad hoc forms (e.g.
[1,11,3]). The methods given here imply that an analog of the transfer 	 for a ,nite
Detale map and presheaves of spectra F exists for any topology which is ,ner than
the Detale topology. Finally, the purely inseparable degrees in the Suslin–Voevodsky
construction can be put in formally to achieve a spectrum level analog of the cycle
transfer.
There are two surprises in this game. One is that transfer maps in the classical
form (2) for presheaves of spectra in the qfh topology are constructed in a transparent
way only for ,nite Detale maps, while transfers for chain complexes are much more
broadly de,ned; the second is that the replacement construction given in this paper is
so general. That replacement, which amounts to adding up maps F(S ′ ×S X )→ F(S ′)
in the stable category for S-schemes S ′ arising from S-morphisms S ′ → Y and Y → X ,
is a pairing
	 : ∗F |X ∧ (EG ×G Y )+ → F; (3)
which is de,ned for arbitrary presheaves of spectra F , where G is the Galois group of
Y over S, and the simplicial presheaf EG×G Y is the Borel construction for the action
of G on the presheaf represented by Y . With a little care, the de,nition of 	 can be
promoted to the motivic stable category.
The pairing 	 induces a map in the stable category corresponding to each
topology on Sch|S , and its interpretation varies with the topology. In particular, the
Borel construction EG ×G Y is the classifying space of a sheaf of groupoids EGY ,
and as such is locally weakly equivalent to the classifying space B St(EGY ) of the
stack completion St(EGY ) of EGY [6]. The pairing (3) factors through a pairing
involving the stack completion in the sense that there is a commutative
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diagram
F
*F|X B St(EGY )+
*F|X(EG × GY )+
 

in the stable category. The stack completion St(EGY ) is the quotient stack for the
G-action on Y , and has components in global sections determined by G-equivariant
maps  : P → Y which are de,ned on G-torsors P. Any such element  therefore
determines a composite
∗F |X ∼= ∗F |X ∧ S0 1∧→ ∗F |X ∧ B St(EGY )+ → F;
which looks more like the standard form of a transfer map in algebraic geometry.
Such global sections plainly exist for ,nite Detale maps (where Y can be chosen to be
a G-torsor for the Detale topology), but the catch is that the space of global sections
B St(EGY )(S) can be empty in general. In fact, it is empty much of the time—see
Examples 7–9.
The theory, as presented here, is a sequence of de,nitions and lemmas which comes
in two distinct streams, corresponding to chain complexes and spectra. The diCerence
between them is essentially a homotopy coherence problem.
In the chain complex case (Section 2), addition of homomorphisms is completely
functorial, so that the natural transformations arising from adding up all maps
F(S ′ ×S X ) 
∗
→F(S ′ ×S Y ) 
∗
→F(S ′) (4)
corresponding to a sheaf of chain complexes F , all S-morphisms  : Y → X and a
,xed choice of section  : S ′ → Y is perfectly legal, respects the action of the Galois
group G of Y=X , and is functorial in S ′. It follows, by taking ordinary colimits section
by section, that there is a map of sheaves of chain complexes
	ab : ∗F |X ⊗ Z(YG)→ F;
where the presheaf of coinvariants YG = Y=G is the colimit for the action of G
on Y . This map is the abelian separable transfer. It specializes in sheaves for the
qfh topology to a map t : ∗F |X → F which can be regarded as the separa-
ble portion of the transfer TrX=S de,ned by Suslin and Voevodsky [9] (Lemma 4).
The map 	ab further induces the Detale trace morphism for abelian Detale
sheaves if  is a ,nite Detale map and Y is a Galois cover of X
(Lemma 6).
If F is a presheaf of spectra maps (4) can be added together in the stable cat-
egory, but only by going “backwards” along the usual stable equivalence relating
,nite wedges of spectra to ,nite products. This map carries a Galois group action,
but is no longer necessarily a stable equivalence after taking colimits. The
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homotopy colimit construction is the standard way out of such a box, and this method is
used to produce the spectrum level separable transfer (3) in Section 3. The
discussion of the relationship with the stack completion also appears
there.
Section 3 closes with a collection of basic properties: the composite of the separable
transfer with restriction is essentially multiplication by the separable degree (Lemma
11), the choice of pseudo-Galois covering Y does not matter (Lemma 12), and there is
a projection formula for smash products of presheaves of symmetric spectra in Lemma
13. Also, the chain complex separable transfer and the spectrum level separable transfer
maps are related in a predictable way (Lemma 10). Section 4 contains the derivation of
a multiplicity formula for base change over a normal integral S-scheme, which appears
in Lemma 14.
The ,nal section of this paper shows how to promote these constructions and results
to the motivic stable category, in a “big site” context. In general, to make the separable
transfer construction work, the ,nite surjective maps  : X → S and g : Y → S should
be present in the underlying site. Of course, these these maps are note always smooth so
they may not be resident in the smooth site Sm|S , which is the site on which motivic
homotopy theories are traditionally de,ned. Section 5 begins with an outline of the
construction of a variant of the motivic stable homotopy category which is de,ned
on the big site Sch|S of schemes over S, and which specializes to the motivic stable
category on smooth schemes SmS′ for each S-scheme S ′. This construction is a natural
extension of the usual relationship between simplicial presheaf homotopy theories over
large and small sites.
In the construction of the separable transfer for motivic stable homotopy theory,
one has to be careful to use regular instead of enriched homotopy colimits, but the
construction and the proofs of the fundamental properties otherwise proceed by analogy
with the case of ordinary presheaves of spectra.
Some preliminary results on ,nite maps and the Suslin–Voevodsky description of
separable multiplicities are presented in Section 1. This material is required for the
proof of Lemma 14 in Section 3.
1. Finite morphisms
Suppose that S is a Noetherian scheme of ,nite dimension, and suppose that S is
integral and normal. Let Sch|S denote a category of Noetherian schemes over S of
,nite dimension which are bounded by some in,nite cardinal; we shall refer to this
category as “the” category of schemes over S. The map  : X → S is a ,nite surjective
morphism such that X is integral, and f : Y → S is the normalization of X in a normal
extension of k(S) which contains k(X ). Write G for the Galois group of the extension
k(Y )=k(S).
The natural map
homS(Y; X )→ homk(S)(k(X ); k(Y ))
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is bijective since Y is normal, and the map f : Y → S is a pseudo-Galois covering
[9] in the sense that k(Y )=k(S) is normal and the natural homomorphism
AutS(Y )→ Gal(k(Y )=k(S))
is an isomorphism. The number of elements in the ,nite set
homk(S)(k(X ); k(Y ))
coincides with the separable degree of k(X )=k(S).
Suppose that S ′ → S is an integral Noetherian S-scheme, and write X ′ = S ′ ×S X .
Suppose that {X ′j } is a list of the irreducible components of X ′ = S ′ ×S X , each with
reduced structure. Let Y ′0 be ,xed choice of irreducible component of Y
′ = S ′ ×S Y
with reduced structure. Any S-morphism q : Y → X determines a ,nite surjec-
tive S ′-morphism q′ : Y ′ → X ′ by pullback, and q′(Y ′0) = X ′j for some j. The
map
cS′ : homS(Y; X )→
⊔
j
homS′(Y ′0 ; X
′
j ) = hom(Y
′
0 ; X
′) (5)
is de,ned by letting cS′() be the restriction of the induced map ′ : Y ′ → X ′ to
Y ′0.
Suslin and Voevodsky show [9, 5.11] show that the number of elements
in the ,bre of cS′ over any element  0 : Y ′0 → X ′j is equal to the separable
multiplicity
(nj)sep =
[k(X ) : k(S)]sepl(j)
[k(X ′j ) : k(S ′)]sepl
(6)
for X over S ′, where l is the number of irreducible components of Y ′ and l(j) is
the number of irreducible components of Y ′ mapped to X ′j by some (and hence any)
element of homS(Y; X ). In particular, the function cS′ is surjective. Suslin and Vo-
evodsky de,ne the multiplicity nj for X over S ′ by specifying nj = (nj)ins(nj)sep,
where
(nj)ins =
[k(X ) : k(S)]ins
[k(X ′j ) : k(S ′)]ins
:
Note that, for dimensional reasons, if S ′ is an integral Noetherian scheme, then any
section S ′ → Z of a ,nite map g : Z → S ′ induces an isomorphism S ′ ∼= Z0 onto an
irreducible component Z0 of Z , with reduced structure.
Lemma 1. Suppose that S ′ is an integral S-scheme. Then the function
 ∗ : homS(Y; X )→ homS(S ′; X )
de5ned by precomposition with any 5xed ∈ homS(S ′; Y ) is surjective.
Proof. The map  induces an isomorphism 0 : S ′ → Y ′0 onto an irreducible
component of Y ′ = S ′ ×S Y with reduced structure.
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There is a commutative1 diagram
homs(Y,X )
homs′ (Y ′,X )
homs′ (Y0 ′ ,X ′)
homs′ (S ′,X )homs′(S ′,X ′)
homs′ (Y0 ′ ,X ′)
homs′ (Y ′,X ′)
i* i*
 
pr*
pb
prX*
prX*
 ≅
≅
≅
prX*
≅
 
 
* 0 
*
 0
Y
(7)
Here X ′ = S ′ ×S X ; pb is the pullback map; and i is the closed immersion Y ′0 ⊂ Y ′.
The Suslin–Voevodsky result quoted above says that the composite function
homS(Y; X )
pb→ homS′(Y ′; X ′) i
∗
→ homS′(Y ′0 ; X ′) (8)
is surjective; while the composite
∗0 i
∗pr∗Y : homS(Y; X )→ homS(S ′; X )
is precomposition with  : S ′ → Y .
Corollary 2. Suppose that 1; 2 : S ′ → Y are two S-scheme morphisms where S ′ is
integral. Then there is an element g∈G = Gal(Y=S) such that g1 = 2.
Proof. The function  ∗ : homS(Y; Y )→ homS(S ′; Y ) is surjective.
Suppose that  : S ′ → Y and  : S ′ → X are homomorphisms of S-schemes, and let
F; = {'∈ homS(Y; X ) |' · =  }
Take  : S ′ → X where S ′ is integral, and write m = |F; | for a ,xed S-morphism
 : S ′ → Y . It follows from the commutativity of diagram (7) that the number in
elements in the ,bre over a ,xed morphism  0 : Y ′0 → X ′j , and hence the separable
degree (nj)sep for S ′, coincides with m = |F; |, where  is the composite
S ′ 0→Y ′0
 0→X ′j ⊂ X ′
prX→ X:
Recall that  : S ′ → Y induces an isomorphism 0 : S ′ → Y0 onto a connected
component Y0 of Y with reduced structure.
Example 3. Suppose that x : Sp(k) → S is a geometric point of S. Then the compo-
nents of the ,bre Yx=Sp(k)×S Y are in one-to-one correspondence with the k-sections
Y
f
Sp(k) x S

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of Y over x. Such a section  consists of an element y∈Y such that f(y) = x and
a ,eld imbedding k(y) ⊂ k over k(x). The group G acts transitively on this set of
sections; and the ,xer in G of a section Sp(k)→ Sp(k(y))→ Y is the inertia subgroup
I(y) of the point y. It follows that the number l of components of the ,bre Yx is the
quotient |G|=|I(y)|. Note as well that the Suslin–Voevodsky calculation predicts that
the separable multiplicities for Y over Sp(k) coincide; and are given by the quotient
[k(Y ) : k(S)]sep
l
:
This number therefore coincides with the order |I(y)| of the inertia group for any y∈Y
mapping to x∈ S.
2. Abelian presheaves
Suppose that F is a presheaf of chain complexes on Sch|S and let  : S ′ → Y be a
,xed choice of lifting for a map S ′ → S. Consider the composition
F(S ′ ×S X ) p−−−−→
⊕
∈homS (Y; X )
F(S ′) ∇→F(S ′); (9)
where ∇ is the homomorphism which restricts to the identity on each summand. The
map p is de,ned by requiring that the diagram
F(S ′ ×S X ) p−−−−→
⊕
∈homS (Y; X )
F(S ′)
′∗

 pr
F(S ′ ×S Y ) −−−−→
′∗
F(S ′)
commutes, where ′ : S ′ → S ′ ×S Y is the section induced by . For the de,nition of
p to make sense, one should remember that homS(Y; X ) is a ,nite set.
For each g∈G there is a commutative diagram
F(S ′ ×S X ) p−−−−→
⊕
∈homS (Y; X )
F(S ′) ∇−−−−→ F(S ′) 1
 g∗
 1
F(S ′ ×S X ) pg−−−−→
⊕
!∈homS (Y; X )
F(S ′) −−−−→
∇
F(S ′)
(10)
where the map g∗ is the unique map which makes the diagrams⊕
∈homS (Y;X )
F(S ′)
pr!g−−−−→ F(S ′)
g∗

 1⊕
!∈homS (Y;X )
F(S ′) −−−−→
pr!
F(S ′)
(11)
commute.
It follows, for example, that composite (9) is independent of the choice of lift  :
S ′ → Y if S ′ is integral. One uses Corollary 2: any other S ′-section of Y must have
the form ′ = g for some Galois group element g.
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If 	 : S ′′ → S ′ is an S-scheme morphism then the diagram
F(S ′ ×S X ) p−−−−→
⊕
∈homS (Y;X )
F(S ′) ∇−−−−→ F(S ′)
	∗∗

 	∗
 	∗
F(S ′′ ×S X ) −−−−→
p	
⊕
∈homS (Y;X )
F(S ′′) −−−−→
∇
F(S ′′)
(12)
commutes. This diagram is G-equivariant, for the trivial actions on the two ends, and
the G-action given by diagram (11) on the direct sums.
The de,nition of map (9) depends on the existence of the section  : S ′ → Y of Y
over S. The map  is an object of the groupoid EGY (S ′) arising from the action of
G on the presheaf represented by Y . The objects of EGY (S ′) are S-scheme morphisms
 : S ′ → Y , and a morphism g :  → ′ is an element g of the Galois group
G = AutS(Y ) such that g = ′. The groupoid EGY (S ′) is empty if the set Y (S ′) is
empty. The collection of groupoids EGY (S ′) forms a presheaf of groupoids by letting
S ′ vary, and the nerve
B(EGY ) ∼= EG ×G Y
is the Borel construction for the action of G on the presheaf represented by Y .
We have seen in (10) that all terms appearing in composite (9) de,ne functors
from EGY (S ′) to abelian groups, and the maps are natural transformations of those
functors. From (12), base change along 	 : S ′′ → S ′ de,nes a restriction functor
	∗ : EGY (S ′)→ EGY (S ′′), and the functors and transformations in (9) are compatible
with these functors 	∗. Maps (9) therefore, quite generally, determine morphisms of
bicomplexes
⊕
0→···→n
F(S ′ ×S X )−−−−→
⊕
0→···→n
(⊕

F(S ′)
)
−−−−→ ⊕
0→···→n
F(S ′):
Write T for this composite transformation.
All we care about, for now, is the chain map that T induces in colimits over
EGY (S ′). The action of this groupoid on the two ends of the transformation is trivial,
and so T induces a natural map
T
 
 ≅
≅
can
can*
lim F(S′ × s X )
lim F(S′ )
F(S′)
F(S′ × s X ) ⊗ (YG) (S′ )
F(S′) ⊗ (YG) (S′)
*
 
 
(13)
where the canonical map can arises from comparing the constant diagram on F(S ′)
with the object F(S ′), via a collection of identity maps. The (abelian) separable transfer
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	ab is the composite presheaf map
	ab = can∗ · T∗ : ∗F |X ⊗ Z(YG)→ F;
which is de,ned by the maps of diagram (13). This map is de,ned for all presheaves
of chain complexes F .
Note that if EG ×G Y (S ′) is empty then YG(S ′) is empty, and Z(YG)(S ′)) = 0. In
fact, Z(YG)(S ′) is a copy of Z or 0 for integral schemes S ′, depending on whether or
not a section  : S ′ → Y of Y exists, by Corollary 2.
Let Rf denote the sieve on Sch|S which is generated by the ,nite surjective map f :
Y → S. Then Rf consists of all morphisms S ′ → S which lift to Y , and is a covering
sieve for the qfh topology on Sch|S [12]. We shall follow Voevodsky’s convention of
writing L(F) for the sheaf associated to a presheaf F for the qfh topology.
Following Suslin and Voevodsky [9, p. 75], suppose that F is a chain complex of
sheaves for the qfh topology on Sch|S , and suppose that we have S-schemes
f
XY
S

as above, Then Y is a pseudo-Galois covering of S with Galois group G, and it is
known [9] that F(S) = F(Y )G (in eCect, there is a ,nite surjective scheme homomor-
phism G×Y → Y ×S Y , so that there is a qfh sheaf isomorphism L(S) ∼= L(Y )G). The
map ∑
q∈homS (Y;X )
q∗ : F(X )→ F(Y )
factors through the G-invariant subgroup F(Y )G of F(Y ), and hence determines a
unique homomorphism t : F(X )→ F(S) which makes the following diagram commute:
t 
F(S) = F(Y )G
F(X) F(Y )Σ q*
The morphism t is the separable part of the transfer map TrX=S de,ned by Suslin and
Voevodsky [9, p. 75], in the sense that one has declined in this de,nition to multiply
by the inseparable degree [k(X ) : k(S)]ins of k(X )=k(S), so that there is a relation
[k(X ) : k(S)]ins t = TrX=S :
The abelian group homomorphism t, more generally, is the homomorphism in global
sections of a sheaf map
t : F(S ′ ×S X )→ F(S ′):
To see this, note that group actions and coinvariants pull back in the sheaf category,
so that there is a pullback G-action on S ′ ×S Y , and there is a sheaf isomorphism
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L(S ′) ∼= L(S ′ ×S Y )G. Then we have a diagram
t 
F(S′× s X) F(S′× s Y)
F(S′) = F(S′ × s Y )G
Σ q*
This diagram is consistent with base change in S ′. Also, the identi,cation F(S ′) ∼=
F(S ′×S Y )G is induced by the restriction pr∗ : F(S ′)→ F(S ′×S Y ). All S-morphisms
 : S ′ → Y determine sections of the projection pr : S ′ ×S Y → S ′, and it follows that
the maps
F(S ′ ×S X ) p→
⊕
∈homS (Y;X )
F(S ′) ∇→F(S ′)
are instances of the map t, for all S ′ → S in the covering sieve Rf.
Lemma 4. Suppose that F is a chain complex of sheaves for the qfh topology on
Sch|S . Then the map of qfh sheaves associated to the presheaf map
	ab : ∗F |X ⊗ Z(YG)→ F
is isomorphic to the map t.
Proof. The presheaf map
F(S ′ ×S X )⊗ Z(YG)(S ′) T∗→ F(S ′)⊗ Z(YG)(S ′)
has the form T∗ = t ⊗ 1. The morphism can∗ : F(S ′) ⊗ Z(YG)(S ′) → F(S ′) can be
identi,ed in the qfh sheaf category with the composite
F(S ′)⊗ Z(YG)(S ′) 1⊗c∗→ F(S ′)⊗ Z(∗)(S ′) ∼= F(S ′);
where c : YG → ∗ is the unique morphism to the terminal presheaf. There is a com-
mutative diagram
F(S ′ ×S X )⊗ Z(YG)(S ′) 1⊗c∗→ F(S ′ ×S X )⊗ Z(∗)(S ′)
t ⊗ 1 ↓ ↓ t ⊗ 1
F(S ′)⊗ Z(YG)(S ′) →
1⊗c∗
F(S ′)⊗ Z(∗)(S ′)
and both arrows labelled 1 ⊗ c∗ induce isomorphisms of associated sheaves since the
presheaf map c : YG → ∗ induces an isomorphism of associated qfh sheaves. The proof
is completed by using the abelian group isomorphism Z(∗)(S ′) ∼= Z.
Remark 5. The presheaf map YG → ∗ induces a monomorphism L(YG) → ∗ of as-
sociated qfh sheaves since the canonical map G × Y → Y ×S Y is a ,nite surjective
homomorphism; and therefore represents a sheaf epi in the qfh topology. The map c
induces a sheaf epimorphism since the map f : Y → S is ,nite and surjective and
hence represents a sheaf epi. It follows that the presheaf map YG → ∗ induces an
isomorphism of qfh sheaves.
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Similar considerations apply to other topologies. For example, if L=K is a ,nite
Galois extension of ,elds with Galois group H , then the map
H × Sp(L)→ Sp(L)×Sp(K) Sp(L)
is an isomorphism of schemes, so that the map YH → ∗ induces a monomorphism
of sheaves for all geometric topologies. Certainly, Sp(L) → Sp(K) represents an epi-
morphism for the Detale topology, so that the induced map is an isomorphism of Detale
sheaves. The map Sp(L) → Sp(K) does not represent an epimorphism for the Nis-
nevich topology, so we can only conclude that YH → ∗ induces a monomorphism of
Nisnevich sheaves.
The Detale trace map for ,nite Detale maps arises from the same formalism. Suppose
that  : X → S is a ,nite Detale map, and choose an S-scheme map
Y
f
X
S
 
where f : Y → S is a ,nite Galois morphism with Galois group G. Suppose that F is a
chain complex of sheaves on the Detale site (Sch|S)et. Then Y → S is a G-torsor for the
Detale topology, so that S ′=(S ′×S Y )G in the sheaf category and F(S ′)=F(S ′×S Y )G.
The sum∑
∈homS (Y;X )
∗ : F(S ′ ×S X )→ F(S ′ ×S Y )
factors through the G-invariants, and induces a sheaf map
t : F(S ′ ×S X )→ F(S ′)
as above, and this map is the Detale trace. We also have the following:
Lemma 6. Suppose that F is a chain complex of sheaves for the :etale topology on
Sch|S ; and that  : X → S is a 5nite :etale map with Galois cover f : Y → X as
above. Then the map of sheaves associated to the separable transfer
	ab : ∗F |X ⊗ Z(YG)→ F
is isomorphic to the :etale trace map t.
Just as before, the method of proof is to use the identi,cation of sheaves Y˜ G ∼= ∗, but
this time in the Detale topology.
3. Presheaves of spectra
As in previous sections, suppose that S is a Noetherian scheme which is of ,nite
dimension, and is integral and normal. Suppose that  : X → S is a ,nite surjective
morphism such that X is integral, and that f : Y → S is the normalization of X in a
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normal extension of k(S) which contains k(X ). Suppose that F is a presheaf of spectra,
as in [3] or [4].
By analogy with the de,nition of the chain complex map (9), every ∈ homS(S ′; Y )
determines a string of spectrum maps
F(S ′ ×S X ) p−−−−→
∏

F(S ′) c←
∨

F(S ′) ∇→F(S ′); (14)
where the product and wedge are indexed over ∈ homS(Y; X ), and c is the canonical
stable equivalence relating the ,nite wedge
∨
 F(S
′) to the ,nite product
∏
 F(S
′).
Every morphism g :  → g of the groupoid EGY (S ′) determines a commutative
diagram
F(S ′ ×S X ) p−−−−→
∏

F(S ′) c←−−−−	
∨

F(S ′) ∇−−−−→ F(S ′)
1

 g∗
 (g−1)∗
 1
F(S ′ ×S X ) −−−−→
pg
∏

F(S ′) 	←−−−−
c
∨

F(S ′) −−−−→
∇
F(S ′)
so that all terms of (14) de,ne functors Fi(S ′) : EGY (S ′) → Spt taking values in the
category Spt of spectra. Finally, the morphisms 	∗ in the diagram
F(S ′ ×S X ) p−−−−→
∏

F(S ′) c←−−−−	
∨

F(S ′) ∇−−−−→ F(S ′)
	∗

 	∗ ↓ 	∗
 ↓	∗
F(S ′′ ×S X ) −−−−→
p	
∏

F(S ′′) 	←−−−−
c
∨

F(S ′′) −−−−→
∇
F(S ′′)
de,ne natural transformations of the form H (S ′) → H (S ′′)	∗, where 	∗ : EGY (S ′) →
EGY (S ′′) is de,ned on objects by precomposition with 	 : S ′′ → S ′. These transforma-
tions are functorial in 	, and therefore induce maps of homotopy colimits
c*
 
∇*
 
can*
 
holim(Π(F(S′))F(S′ × s X )(EG × G Y(S′))+
F(S′)  (EG × G Y(S′))+
F(S′)
holim(   (F(S′))
which are functorial in S ′. It follows that this collection of maps determines a morphism
	 : ∗F |X ∧ (EG ×G Y )+ → F (15)
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in the stable category of presheaves of spectra on the category Sch|S of schemes over
S. This map 	 is the separable transfer for presheaves of spectra.
The morphism 	 is natural in presheaves of spectra F , and can be replaced uniquely
up to naive homotopy by an honest map of presheaves of spectra if F is co,brant and
stably ,brant.
Fix a choice of topology for the category Sch|S of schemes over S. The sheaf of
groupoids associated to the presheaf EGY is the translation groupoid for the G-action
given by the pseudo-Galois cover Y=S, and the stack completion St(EGY ) for the am-
bient topology can be identi,ed with the quotient stack of G-equivariant maps P → Y
de,ned on G-torsors P. The simplicial sheaf map
j : EG ×G Y → B St(EGY )
associated to stack completion can be identi,ed with a ,brant model [7], and is in par-
ticular a weak equivalence of simplicial sheaves. It follows that there is a commutative
diagram
 
F*F|X  (EG  × G Y )+
*F|X  B St(EGY )+
l  j
 

of morphisms in the stable category of presheaves of spectra for the chosen topology.
Any choice 0 : P → Y of global section in the quotient stack therefore determines a
morphism 	˜;0 given by the composite
∗F |X ∼= ∗F |X ∧ S0 1∧0→ ∗F |X ∧ B St(EGY )+ 	˜→F:
The map 	˜;0 is composed of transfer-like maps of spectra
F(S ′ ×S X )→ F(S ′)
if the presheaf of spectra F is stably ,brant.
The homotopy class of the map 	˜;0 depends only on the path component of the
element 0 in the category St(EGY )(S) of global sections of the quotient stack St(EGY ).
The category St(EGY )(S) could be empty, however, and the question of whether or
not the transfer exists in something like the standard form for a given ,nite map ,
presheaf of spectra F and choice of topology can be a bit delicate.
Example 7. Suppose that k is an algebraically closed ,eld; and that n¿ 1 is an integer
which is relatively prime to char(k). Then the extension k(x)=k(xn) is a splitting ,eld
for the polynomial p(y)=yn−xn; and the Galois group of the extension is isomorphic
to Z=nZ. The ,eld inclusion k(xn) ⊂ k(x) determines a ,nite; Oat k-scheme homomor-
phism f : P1 → P1; which is rami,ed at 0 and ∞; and is Detale elsewhere. Since f
is rami,ed; there is no Z=nZ-torsor P for the Detale topology which maps equivariantly
to P1—one sees this by chasing valuations to show that there is no Detale covering
U → P1 which lifts to the total space of the map f.
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Similar considerations apply to all maps of smooth complete curves Y → S over
algebraically closed ,elds arising from Galois extensions, in that points at which f
is rami,ed obstruct the existence of equivariant maps P → Y which are de,ned on
torsors P.
Example 8. The assignment P → L(P) de,nes an isomorphism
H 1et(S; A) ∼= H 1qfh(S; A)
if A is a locally constant abelian sheaf for the Detale topology—this is a special case of
a result of Voevodsky [12; 3.4.4]. It can be shown [7] that a similar statement holds
when A is replaced with an arbitrary locally constant ,nite sheaf of groups G.
Voevodsky’s result implies that the qfh stack St(EZ=nZP1) has no global section if
(n; char(k)) = 1, as in the previous example. In eCect, the group H 1qfh(P1;Z=nZ) is
trivial, and so a global section of the qfh stack St(EZ=nZL(P1)) on the site Sch|P1 can
be identi,ed with a section of the sheaf map f∗ : L(P1) → ∗. It follows [12, 3.2.11]
that there is a diagram of scheme homomorphisms:
1
1
1
F
f
which realizes such a section, where P1F is the normalization of P1 in some purely
inseparable extension F of the ,eld k(xn). This would imply that k(x) is purely insep-
arable over k(xn), which is obvious nonsense, so the section does not exist.
Example 9. Suppose that  : X → S is a ,nite Detale map; and choose an S-scheme
map
Y
f
X
S

where f : Y → S is a ,nite Galois morphism with Galois group G. Then Y represents
a G-torsor for the Detale topology, and the composite 	˜;1, namely
∗F |X ∼= ∗F |X ∧ S0 1∧1→ ∗F |X ∧ B St(EGY )+ 	˜→F
arising from the identity element 1 : Y → Y in St(EGY )(S) de,nes a transfer for the
,nite Detale morphism . This map is the generalized Detale cohomology theory transfer,
and there are in fact several ways to construct it—see [3], for example.
Any equivariant map P → Y of sheaves for the Detale topology with P a G-torsor
induces an equivariant map L(P)→ L(Y ) of sheaves for the qfh topology, where L(P)
is a G-torsor for the qfh topology. In particular, L(Y ) is a G-torsor if Y is chosen as
in the previous paragraph for a ,nite Detale map , and the composite 	˜;L(1) de,nes a
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transfer map ∗F |X → F for presheaves of spectra F in the stable category for the qfh
topology. Similar statements hold more generally for any topology which is ,ner than
the Detale topology.
Recall [3, 4.5] that a spectrum object A in simplicial abelian groups consists of
simplicial abelian groups An, n¿ 0, and simplicial abelian group maps S1 ⊗ An →
An+1, where S1⊗An= Z˜(S1)⊗An, and Z˜(S1) is the reduced object Z(S1)=Z(∗) arising
from the free simplicial abelian group Z(S1) on the pointed simplicial set S1. A chain
complex can be viewed as a stable homotopy type within the category Spt(sAb) of
spectrum objects in simplicial abelian groups, via a string of functors
Spt(sAb) h∗←SptKan(sAb) N→Spt(Ch+)
Q→Ch
which induce equivalences of homotopy categories. Here, SptKan(sAb) denotes spectrum
objects in simplicial abelian groups which are de,ned by the Kan suspension, N is the
normalized chain complex functor, Spt(Ch+) denotes spectrum objects in positively
graded chain complexes, and Q is a stabilization functor. The functor h∗ arises from
the canonical comparison of simplicial and Kan suspensions. A spectrum object C in
chain complexes consists of chain complexes Cn, n¿ 0, together with chain complex
maps Cn[− 1]→ Cn+1.
These categories and functors have analogs in sheaves and presheaves: a spectrum
object in simplicial abelian presheaves can be identi,ed with a member of the derived
category of complexes of abelian sheaves. These categories have internally de,ned
direct sums, and the displayed functors preserve them. It follows that the abelian sep-
arable transfer
	ab : ∗A|X ⊗ Z(YG)→ A
is de,ned under the standard conditions on Y and X (as in (1)), by taking colimits
of maps of the form (9) for objects A in any of the respective categories of spectrum
objects in simplicial abelian presheaves and chain complexes. The functors between
these categories preserve the transfer maps.
Every spectrum object A in simplicial abelian presheaves has an associated presheaf
of spectra uA such that uAn is the pointed simplicial set underlying An, and having
bonding maps de,ned by the composites
S1 ∧ uAn →u(Z˜(S1)⊗ An)→ uAn+1:
The displayed map  is a special case of a natural map
 : K ∧ uB→ u(Z˜K ⊗ B);
which is de,ned for pointed simplicial sets K and simplicial abelian groups B. The
map  extends to the spectrum level, so that there is an induced natural map
 : uA ∧ K → u(A⊗ Z˜K)
for spectrum objects A in simplicial abelian presheaves and pointed simplicial
presheaves K .
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Lemma 10. Suppose that A is a spectrum object in simplicial abelian presheaves on
Sch|S and assume the standard conditions (1) on the 5nite map  : X → S and
pseudo-Galois covering Y . Then there is a commutative diagram of morphisms
 
uA
u
*uA|X  (EG  × G Y )+ 
u(*A|X ⊗ (YG))
*
 
ab
Proof. The map ∗ in the statement of the lemma is the composite
∗uA|X ∧ (EG ×G Y )+ → u(∗A|X ⊗ Z(EG ×G Y ))→ u(∗A|X ⊗ Z(YG));
where the second map is induced by the colimit morphism EG ×G Y → YG.
There is a commutative diagram of natural transformations
c
∆
u∇
≅
(Π uA(S′)
u(⊕ A)(S′)
(   uA(S′) uA(S′)uA(S′ × s X )
u(p)
p
The rest of the proof is a comparison of (homotopy) colimits in pointed sets with
(homotopy) colimits in abelian groups.
We shall close this section by displaying some easily proved formal properties of
the spectrum level transfer map (15).
Lemma 11. There is a commutative diagram
F ∧ (EG ×G Y )+ can∗−−−−→ F
7∧1↓

 d
∗F |X ∧ (EG ×G Y )+ −−−−→
	
F
in the stable category of presheaves of spectra on Sch|S ; where the map labelled
d is multiplication by the separable degree d = |homS(Y; X )| of X=S; and the map
7 : F → ∗F |X is canonical.
Lemma 12. Suppose given a diagram of scheme homomorphisms
Y ′
 
f ′
 
Y
f
 
X


S
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where Y (respectively; Y ′) is the normalization of X in a 5nite normal extension
k(Y )=k(X ) with Galois group G (respectively in a 5nite normal extension k(Y ′)=k(X )
with Galois group G′). Then there is a commutative diagram
 
F
*F|X  (EG′  × G′ Y ′)+
*F|X  (EG  × G Y)+
1∧*


in the stable category of presheaves of spectra on Sch|S .
Proof. The functor ∗ : EG′Y ′(S ′)→ EGY (S ′) takes an S-scheme morphism 0 : S ′ →
Y ′ to the composite
S ′ 0→Y ′ →Y;
and the eCect on morphisms is induced by the commutative diagrams
Y ′ −−−−→ Y
g

 ∗g
Y ′ −−−−→

Y
associated to elements g∈G′ and the group homomorphism ∗ : G′ → G in the obvious
way. The rest of the proof consists of checking commutativity of diagrams; starting
from this de,nition and the observation that there is a bijection
homS(Y ′; X ) ∼= homS(Y; X ):
Lemma 13 (Projection formula). Suppose that F1 and F2 are presheaves of symmetric
spectra. Then there is a commutative diagram
∗F1|X ∧ F2 ∧ (EG ×G Y )+
∼=−−−−→ ∗F1|X ∧ (EG ×G Y )+ ∧ F2
1∧7∧1

∗F1|X ∧ ∗F2|X ∧ (EG ×G Y )+

	∧1
∼=

∗(F1 ∧ F2)|X ∧ (EG ×G Y )+ −−−−−−−−−→
	
F1 ∧ F2
in the stable category of presheaves of symmetric spectra on Sch|S .
Proof. There is a canonical isomorphism
∗F1|X ∧ ∗F2|X ∼= ∗(F1 ∧ F2)|X ;
since the smash product in presheaves of symmetric spectra is de,ned section in the
category of symmetric spectra [4].
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The lemma is a consequence of the existence of the commutative diagram
 
pp 1
c1
∇1
1
 
 
c
 
Π (F1(S′)  F2(S′))(Π F1(S′))  F2(S′)
(   (F1(S′)  (F2(S′))(   F1(S′))  (F2(S′)
F1(S′ × s X )  F2(S′)
F1(S′)  F2(S′)
F1(S′ × s X)  F2(S′ × s X)
∇
where the products and wedges are indexed over ∈ homS(Y; X ).
Here is a ,nal observation for this section: in the composite
F(S ′ ×S X ) p→
∏

F(S ′) c←
∨

F(S ′) ∇→F(S ′);
all displayed functors factor through G-spectra via the canonical functor
EGY (S ′)→ G
and all displayed transformations except for
p : F(S ′ ×S X )→
∏

F(S ′)
are restrictions of G-equivariant maps. It follows that there is a commutative diagram
holim(Π F)
holim(   F)
F  (EG
  
× G Y )+ F  BG+
EG
  
× G (Π F)
EG
  
× G (    F)
pr*
pr*
c*
c*
 
∇* ∇*
F
*F|x  (EG  × G Y )+

 
 
 
 
(16)
of presheaves of spectra.
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4. Multiplicities
We shall now develop a base change formula for the separable transfer, for S-schemes
S ′ which are integral and normal. The discussion culminates in Lemma 11, which is a
stable homotopy theoretic analog of a result [9, Lemma 5.17] of Suslin and Voevodsky.
Suppose given a diagram of scheme homomorphisms
f
X
 
gS′′ S′ S
Y


where S ′ and S ′′ are S-schemes and S ′ is Noetherian of ,nite dimension, and is integral
and normal. The morphisms involving  and f are as de,ned in Section 1. Recall that
G denotes the Galois group AutS(Y ) of Y=S. Let Y ′ = S ′ ×S Y , ,x an irreducible
component Y ′0 of Y
′, and let G0 be the stabilizer of Y ′0 for the induced action of G on
Y ′. Suppose that {X ′j } is a list of the irreducible components of X ′ = S ′ ×S X .
Suppose that  : S ′′ → Y ′0 is a section of Y ′0 over S ′. Let ˜ : S ′′ → Y ′ be the induced
section of Y ′ over S ′, so that ˜ is the composite
S ′′ →Y ′0 ⊂ Y ′
There is a canonical map
fS′=S : EG0 ×G0 Y ′0 → EG ×G Y ′
of simplicial presheaves over S ′, which is induced by a functor that is de,ned on the
object level by the assignment  → ˜. Recall that
cS′ : homS(Y; X )→
⊔
j
homS′(Y ′0 ; X
′
j ) = hom(Y
′
0 ; X
′)
is de,ned by letting cS′() be the restriction of the induced map ′ : Y ′ → X ′ to Y ′0.
Then the map p˜ sits inside a commutative diagram
F(X ×S S ′′) p˜−−−−→
∏
homS (Y;X )
F(S ′′)
⊕
−−−−→ F(S ′′) c∗S′
 ⊕
res

∏
homS′ (Y ′0 ;X ′)
F(S ′′)
∏
j
F(S ′′) ∼=
 ∏
j
⊕
∏
j
F(X ′j ×S′ S ′′) −−−−→
(
∏
j p)
∏
j
∏
homS′ (Y ′0 ;X
′
j )
F(S ′′) −−−−→∏
(nj)sep
∏
j
∏
homS′ (Y ′0 ;X
′
j )
F(S ′′)
Here,
⊕
represents a map∏
i
E c←
∨
i
E ∇→E
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in the stable category wherever it occurs, and the restriction map res is the product of
the composites
F(X ×S S ′′) ∼= F(X ′ ×S′ S ′′)
in∗j→F(X ′j ×S′ S ′′)
which are induced by the inclusions inj : X ′j ⊂ X ′ of the irreducible components of
X ′. The morphism
(nj)sep :
∏
homS (Y ′0 ;X
′
j )
F(S ′′)→
∏
homS (Y ′0 ;X
′
j )
F(S ′′)
is multiplication by the separable multiplicity (nj)sep in the stable category.
The restriction of the separable transfer map
	 : ∗F |X ∧ (EG ×G Y )+ → F
to the category Sch|S′ of schemes over S ′ is a map of the form
′∗F |X ′ ∧ (EG ×G Y ′)+
	|S′→ F;
where we have not distinguished F notationally from its restriction to Sch|S′ . Write
′j for the restriction of the induced map 
′ : X ′ → S ′ to the component X ′j . Write
resj : ∗F |X ′ → ′j∗F |X ′j for the presheaf map which is de,ned in S ′′-section by
F(X ×S′ S ′′)→ F(X ′j ×S′ S ′′).
We have now seen an outline of the proof of the following:
Lemma 14. Suppose that S ′ is a normal integral S-scheme; and that Y ′0 is a choice
of irreducible component of Y ′ = S ′ ×S Y ; with stablizer subgroup G0 ⊂ G. Suppose
that F is a presheaf of spectra on Sch|S . Then; in the notation displayed above; the
composite
′∗F |X ′ ∧ (EG0 ×G0 Y ′0)+
1∧fS′ =S→ ′∗F |X ′ ∧ (EG ×G Y ′)+
	|S′−−−−→F
is the sum of the maps
′∗F |X ′ ∧ (EG0 ×G0 Y ′0)+
res∗j→′j∗F |X ′j ∧ (EG0 ×G0 Y ′0)+
(nj)sep	′j−−−−→F
in the stable category of presheaves of spectra over S ′; where (nj)sept′j is multiplica-
tion of the separable transfer map t′j by the separable degree (nj)sep.
The analogous statement in the chain complex case is the following:
Lemma 15. Suppose that S ′ is a normal integral S-scheme; and that Y ′0 is a choice
of irreducible component of Y ′ = S ′ ×S Y ; with stablizer subgroup G0 ⊂ G. Suppose
that F is a presheaf of chain complexes on Sch|S . Then the composite
′∗F |X ′ ⊗ Z((Y ′0)G0 )
1⊗(fS′ =S )∗→ ′∗F |X ′ ⊗ Z(Y ′G)
	ab |S′−−−−→F
is the sum of the maps
′∗F |X ′ ⊗ Z((Y ′0)G0 )
resj⊗1→ ′j∗F |X ′j ⊗ Z((Y ′0)G0 )
(nj)sep	ab′j→ F
in the category of presheaves of chain complexes over S ′.
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Remark 16. The composite
∗F |X ∧ (EG ×G Y )+ 	−−−−→F [k(X ):k(S)]ins−−−−−−→F
is the stable homotopy theoretic analog of the Suslin–Voevodsky transfer [9; p. 75];
where the second map is multiplication in the stable category by the indicated purely
inseparable degree. A spectrum level analog of the multiplicity formula in Lemma 5.17
of [9] follows from Lemma 14; given suQcient care about the meaning of multiplication
by negative powers of the characteristic in the stable category.
5. The motivic case
All constructions of the separable transfer given in previous section de,ned on “big”
sites which contain all ,nite surjective maps over the base scheme S. One can de,ne
separable transfers for ,nite surjective maps  : X → S in the usual motivic stable cat-
egory on the smooth Nisnevich site (Sm|S)Nis, but the range of application is obviously
limited by the requirement that the map  should be smooth.
Limitations on the sizes of sites are historically somewhat arti,cial in simplicial
presheaf homotopy theory, and the requirement that the motivic stable category be
de,ned on schemes which are smooth over S is no exception. Broadly speaking, this
is a result of the observation that smoothness is only used in isolated circumstances in
motivic homotopy theory, and is not required at all for the basic constructions appearing
in [5].
Write Sch|S for the category of ,nite dimensional Noetherian S-schemes which is
bounded by some in,nite cardinal (aka. the category of S-schemes), as in previous
sections.
A ,rst observation is that the globally ,brant objects in the homotopy category
for simplicial presheaves on this site with the Nisnevich topology can still be charac-
terized up to sectionwise equivalence by Nisnevich descent. Explicitly, recall that an
elementary cartesian square for an S-scheme X is a pullback diagram of schemes
U ×X V −−−−→ V
 '
U −−−−→
i
X
(17)
such that ' is Detale, i is an open immersion, and '−1(X −U ) ∼= X −U (with reduced
structure). Then a simplicial presheaf Z on the site (Sch|S)Nis is said to have the
cd-excision property if and only if the induced diagram
Z(X ) −−−−→ Z(U )

Z(V ) −−−−→ Z(U ×X V )
is a homotopy cartesian diagram of simplicial sets for each elementary cartesian square
(17). The Nisnevich descent theorem asserts that a globally ,brant model j : Z → GZ
in the Nisnevich topology induces weak equivalences Z(U )→ GZ(U ) in all sections if
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and only if Z satis,es cd-excision. This result appears in the smooth case as Theorem
1.3 of [5]. Note that all schemes appearing in diagram (17) are smooth over X , so the
present statement is a direct consequence of that result.
The motivic closed model structure for simplicial presheaves on the site (Sch|S)Nis
arises from formally inverting a rational point ∗ → A1 of the aQne line over S, by
general techniques. Say that a simplicial presheaf X is motivic 5brant if the map X → ∗
is a global ,bration for the Nisnevich topology, and has the right lifting property with
respect to all maps
(A1 × A) ∪A B→ B (18)
induced by inclusions A → B. A co5bration is an inclusion. A map f : Z → Y is a
motivic weak equivalence if it induces a weak equivalence of function complexes
f∗ : hom(Y;W )→ hom(Z;W )
for all motivic ,brant objects W . A map p : W → W ′ is a motivic 5bration if it
has the right lifting property with respect to all co,brations which are motivic weak
equivalences. Then with these de,nitions (along with the usual prescription of a func-
tion complex), the category of simplicial presheaves on the Nisnevich site (Sch|S)Nis
satis,es the axioms for a proper closed simplicial model category.
Suppose that g : S ′ → S is an object of the scheme category Sch|S , and consider the
functors
Sm|S′ ⊂ Sch|S′ g∗→ Sch|S : (19)
Suppose that X is a simplicial presheaf on Sch|S . Then a stalkwise argument shows that
the restriction X → rgX along composite (19) preserves local weak equivalences for the
Nisnevich topology. This restriction also preserves objects satisfying the cd-excision
property, so it preserves globally ,brant models for the Nisnevich topology up to
sectionwise weak equivalence.
Note that a motivic ,brant simplicial presheaf Z on (Sch|S)Nis can be characterized as
a globally ,brant simplicial presheaf such that all projections V×A1 → V of S-schemes
induce weak equivalences Z(V )→ Z(V ×A1). It follows that the restriction rgZ of a
motivic ,brant object Z to the smooth site on S ′ is section weakly equivalent to its
motivic ,brant model.
One constructs a motivic ,brant model j : X → LX for a simplicial presheaf X
on (Sch|S)Nis by iterated pushouts of a set of co,brations C → D which are trivial
for the Nisnevich topology, as well as a set of maps of the form (18). The restriction
functor X → rgX preserves all colimits and all monomorphisms. It also preserves weak
equivalences for the Nisnevich topology. It follows that all trivial co,brations C → D
induce trivial co,brations rgC → rgD for the Nisnevich topology on Sm|S′ . The eCect
of the restriction rg on map (18) can be identi,ed with the morphism
(A1 × rgA) ∪A rgB→ rgB
on Sm|S′ which is induced by the co,bration rgA → rgB. It follows that the map j
induces a map j∗ : rgX → rgLX which is a co,bration and a motivic weak equivalence.
It is a further consequence that the restriction functor rg to the smooth Nisnevich site
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on S ′ preserves motivic weak equivalences, and that it preserves motivic ,brant models
up to sectionwise weak equivalence.
Suppose that T = A1=(A1 − 0) is the Morel–Voevodsky object. The motivic sta-
ble model structure on the category SptT (Sch|S)Nis of T -spectra on the site Sch|S is
constructed according to the prescription given for T -spectra on the smooth site Sm|S
in [5]. In particular, a motivic stable ,brant model for a T -spectrum X is given by
forming the composite
X i→ JX 7→QTJX i→ JQTJX (20)
where i denotes level ,brant model where it appears, and QT is the standard iteration of
the T -loops construction Y → >TY . The level ,brant model i : X → JX is constructed
inductively by taking the composition of co,brations
X n+1 i∗→ (T ∧ JX n) ∪(T∧X n) X n+1 i→L((T ∧ JX n) ∪(T∧X n) X n+1) = JX n+1
to be the instance of i in level n+1. Recall that >TY (U ) is the ,bre of a Kan ,bration
Y (U ×A1)→ Y (U × (A1 − 0))
under suitable weak ,brancy assumptions on Y ; these include the presumption that
Y is either Oasque or motivic Oasque, which de,nitions make sense over Sch|S . The
restriction functor rg preserves Oasque and motivic Oasque simplicial presheaves, and
preserves the T -loops functor. It follows that applying the restriction rg on composite
(20) produces a map which is sectionwise and levelwise equivalent to the corresponding
stabilization map over Sm|T . In particular the restriction functor rg preserves motivic
stable equivalences, and preserves motivic stably ,brant models up to sectionwise and
levelwise weak equivalence.
Suppose (as in the ,rst section) that S is integral and normal, and suppose that
 : X → S is a ,nite surjective morphism with X integral, and suppose that f : Y → S
is the normalization of S in a normal extension of k(S) which contains k(X ). Suppose
that F is a co,brant and ,brant T -spectrum F on Sch|S .
Then the canonical map∨
homS (Y;X )
F c→
∏
homS (Y;X )
F
is a motivic stable equivalence, since ,bre sequences coincide with co,bre sequences
in the motivic stable category [5, Section 3.3]. The transformations
F(S ′ ×S X ) p→
∏

F(S ′) c←
∨

F(S ′) ∇→F(S ′);
exist and factor through T -spectra with G-actions in the same way as for ordinary
presheaves of spectra, so that a diagram analogous to (16) exists in T -spectra. It is
not yet known if the map
holim−→
(∨

F
)
c∗→holim−→
(∏

F
)
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is a motivic stable equivalence (essentially because it comes from an enriched diagram),
but the map
EG ×G
(∨

F
)
c∗→EG ×G
(∏

F
)
certainly is, by a standard gluing argument that uses properness of the stable model
structure for T -spectra. More generally, a map of f : X → Y simplicial T -spectra
which consists of motivic stable equivalences f : Xn → Yn for all n¿ 0 induces a
motivic stable equivalence of the associated realizations—see the proof of Proposition
IV.1.7 of [2]. It follows that the separable transfer
	 : ∗F |X ∧ (EG ×G Y )+ → F
is de,ned in the motivic stable category for a ,nite surjective map , using the motivic
analog of diagram (16).
Lemmas 11–14 are proved by chasing through diagrams of natural transformations,
so these statements and their proofs have clear analogs for the motivic stable category.
Lemma 10 also has an analog for motivic stable homotopy theory. An abelian
T -spectrum A consists of presheaves of simplicial abelian groups An, n¿ 0, together
with simplicial abelian presheaf morphisms 0 : Z˜(T )⊗ An → An+1, where
Z˜(T ) = Z(T )=Z(∗):
Any abelian T -spectrum object A determines a T -spectrum uA by forgetting the abelian
group structure, with bonding maps given by the composites
T ∧ uAn → u(Z˜(T )⊗ An) 0∗→ uAn+1:
For a ,nite map  : X → S and choice of pseudo-Galois covering Y as in (1), there
is an abelian group object transfer map
	ab : ∗A|X ⊗ Z(YG)→ A;
which arises from natural transformations of the form (9). Then the statement corre-
sponding to Lemma 10 is the following:
Lemma 17. Suppose that A is an abelian T -spectrum; make the standard assumptions
(1) for a 5nite map  : X → S and pseudo–Galois covering Y . Then there is a
commutative diagram of morphisms
*uA|X  (EG  × G Y )+ uA
u 
u(*A|X ⊗ (YG))
* ab
in the motivic stable category for the scheme S.
In the case where an abelian T -spectrum A consists of sheaves for the qfh topology
the abelian group object transfer map 	ab factors through a map ∗A|X → A, since the
sheaf associated to the presheaf YG is a point for that topology.
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